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Abstract 
“A valid reservoir simulator is a key technology for the characterization, development and management of a producing reservoir” 
(Devegowda, et al., 2010). There has been a global increase in shale production for both oil and gas with advances in horizontal 
drilling and hydraulic fracturing; however traditional gridding approaches are not always appropriate for porous media with very 
small pore sizes. (Devegowda, et al., 2010) 
A familiar numerical simulator technique uses Cartesian rectangular quasi-orthogonal grids, with higher resolution fine grids 
which can be specified near fractures. Alternative numerical simulators can use a hexagonal grid and specify automatic grids. In this 
paper, the different simulation techniques were tested for accuracy under different conditions using various theoretical rectangular 
homogenous reservoirs. The numerical models were simplified linear models such that an analytical model could be used to compare 
the numerical solution to the correct analytical solution. The paper ultimately investigates four different questions with regards to the 
gridding in single and multi-fracture horizontal wells:  
1) How suitable is the unstructured automatic grid? An automatic grid was compared to coarse and fine models. The fine model 
produced slightly better results in early times but at later times the results were similar to the automatic grid. 2) Does the structured 
gridding methodology compare well to the analytical solution? An unexpected result of higher production from finer grids was 
observed potentially showing the limitations of the well model. 3) What are the similarities and differences in single fracture and multi 
fracture examples? Without fracture interaction the results are similar, with fracture interaction the background grid is more important 
for reliable results. 4) Over what range is the transmissibility correction factor applicable? Correction factors have been used by some 
reservoir simulators by defining an alternative expression for transmissibility which aims to improve results for low permeability shale 
reservoirs. The transmissibility factor was observed to only increase the accuracy of the results at very low permeabilities.  
Accuracy of the numerical models was checked for overall error as this reflects the overall accuracy of the simulation method. 
Accuracy at specified intervals was also checked as this gave a more detailed understanding of where and when errors occur at 
different times during the simulations.   
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Abstract 
“A valid reservoir simulator is a key technology for the characterization, development and management of a producing 
reservoir” (Devegowda, et al., 2010). There has been a global increase in shale production for both oil and gas with advances in 
horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing; however traditional gridding approaches are not always appropriate for porous 
media with very small pore sizes. (Devegowda, et al., 2010) 
A conventional numerical simulator technique uses Cartesian rectangular quasi-orthogonal grids, with higher resolution 
fine grids which can be specified near fractures. Alternative numerical simulators can use a hexagonal grid and specify 
automatic grids. In this paper, different simulation techniques were tested for accuracy under different conditions using various 
theoretical rectangular homogenous reservoirs. The numerical models were simplified linear models such that an analytical 
model could be used to compare the numerical solution to the correct analytical solution. The paper ultimately investigates four 
different questions with regards to the gridding in single and multi-fracture horizontal wells: 1) How suitable is the 
unstructured automatic grid? An automatic grid was compared to coarse and fine models. The fine model produced slightly 
better results in early times but at later times the results were similar to the automatic grid. 2) Does the structured gridding 
methodology compare well to the analytical solution? An unexpected result of higher production from finer grids was observed 
potentially showing the limitations of the well model. 3) What are the similarities and differences in single fracture and multi 
fracture examples? Without fracture interaction the results are similar, with fracture interaction the background grid is more 
important for reliable results. 4) Over what range is the transmissibility correction factor applicable? Correction factors have 
been used by some reservoir simulators by defining an alternative expression for transmissibility which aims to improve results 
for low permeability shale reservoirs. The transmissibility factor was observed to only increase the accuracy of the results at 
very low permeabilities.  
Accuracy of the numerical model was checked for overall error as this reflects the overall accuracy of the simulation 
method. Accuracy at specified intervals was also checked as this gave a more detailed understanding of where and when errors 
occur at different times during the simulations.   
 
Introduction 
It is first important to understand implications that arise from low permeability simulation in shale. It is generally agreed that 
shale systems comprise of organic matter, inorganic material and natural fractures. However, there is still debate about the 
predominant transport mechanism: diffusion, convection or desorption (Sun, et al., 2014). Whereas sandstone reservoirs have 
dominant pores between 1-100mm and permeabilities in the 10-10000mD range, dominant pores in shale reservoirs are 
typically less than 2nm with corresponding permeabilities in the 1*10
-4
-1*10
-9 
mD range (Sun, et al., 2014). A suitable gridding 
methodology must be used to obtain realistic results.  
The following paper compares and investigates gridding for simulating natural depletion in very low permeability oil 
reservoirs using two different reservoir simulation techniques; structured and unstructured grids. Although the grid blocks in 
computer shale simulations are not required to be on a nanometre scale to represent this small scale porosity, errors start to be 
incorporated into the model where the grid blocks are not at a high enough resolution to model non-linear changes in PVT. It is 
therefore important to have an understanding of different gridding methodologies, limitations of the methods, also to find a 
balance between accuracy of the solution and computational time.  
There are two methods used to solve reservoir flow: analytical and numerical methods. The analytical model accounts for 
interferences between hydraulic fractures and allows for various fracture flow regimes (Artus, et al., 2012). The analytical 
model can be used to validate the numerical model for linear PVT reservoirs. The numerical model is still important for 
analysis as it can simulate a much larger range of physical complexity (namely, non-linear effects).  
This paper models single fracture and multi fracture models in both structured and unstructured numerical model 
simulators. The numerical models are compared to the analytical solution for quality control. Four key areas are investigated: 
1) How suitable is the unstructured automatic grid? 2) Does the structured gridding methodology compare well to the analytical 
solution? 3) What are the similarities and differences in single fracture and multi fracture examples? 4) Over what range is the 
transmissibility correction factor applicable? 
 
Literature Review 
Early computer software tools in the 1980’s were not able to analyse complex reservoirs with hydraulic fractures, however the 
significance of the natural fractures within the shale was known to cause higher than expected recoveries (Ozkava, et al., 
1983). Around the 1990’s studies into the production mechanisms and simulation of fractured shales started to be investigated. 
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Figure 1 - (a) Five- and nine-spot method 
(b) seven-spot method. (Pruess, 1983) 
 
A ‘dual continuum’ approach was shown as a methodology to use existing technology to solve the more advanced problem of 
fractured shales; one grid for the matrix volume and another for the fracture volume (Boerrigter, et al., 1993). Contributions to 
improving simulations studied the production mechanisms in shale such as non-
Darcy effects (Cipolla, et al., 2009).  
Different gridding methodogies have been developed over the last few 
decades. Prior to 1983, Cartesian grids were used in finite difference simulators 
using five- and nine-spot methods. The five-spot method used the pressure 
difference between a cell and four surrounding cells (N,E,S,W on Fig 1.a). This 
method requires less processor computation however it is suseptible to grid 
oreintation effects. The nine-spot method eliminates this suseptibility however 
computational time is higher. The seven-spot pattern (Fig 1.b) developed by 
K.Pruess and G.S.Bodvarsson uses a hexagonal grid minimising orientation 
effects whilst reducing computation time compared to the nine-spot method. 
Improved gridding techniques allowed for the application of Voronoi grids. A Voronoi block is defined as the region of space 
that is closer to its gridpoint than to any other gridpoint. Examples of different types of Voronoi grids are shown in Fig 2. L. 
Palagi (1994) proposed a method for applying Voronoi grids. Modules of grid points (not grid cells) were positioned around 
areas of interest such as wells, the rules of the Voronoi grid were then applied to create the grid cells. Applying specific 
Voronoi grids were shown to minimise grid orientation effects and model actual field problems (Palagi, 1994). In shale 
reservoir simulation the gridding must describe the fracture network effectively, therefore this paper investigates the traditional 
Cartesian grid (Fig 2.a) which is defined as the ‘structured grid’ and a hybrid-hexagonal grid defined as the ‘unstructured grid’ 
in different numerical simulations. Different grid resolutions are also investigated for the structured and unstructured grids.   
 
 
Figure 2 - Special cases of the Voronoi grid. (a) Cartesian (b) locally refined (c) cylindrical (d) hexagonal (e) curvilinear (f) hybrid-
Cartesian (g) hybrid-hexagonal. (Palagi, 1994)  
Once the gridding methodology is defined, before starting the simulation the transmissibility needs to be calculated. 
Transmissibility is the measure of the ability to flow from one location to another. In numerical reservoir simulation this is the 
flow between adjacent cells. The standard expression is: 𝑇𝑖𝑗 = (𝑘𝐹𝑖𝑗)/𝐿𝑖𝑗  .    Fij is the surface area between the faces, Lij is the 
distance between the two nodes. In most cases transmissibility is assumed constants through a certain cell face and an average 
pressure value in each cell, and the flow is assumed perpendicular to the cell face (which is correct normally in a Voronoi grid). 
In a shale, when the grid cells are of different shapes (such as a fractured horizontal well) we cannot calculate transmissibility 
like this anymore. In a low permeability simulation there may be a large pressure different over a short distance, therefore there 
may be a large pressure difference across the cell (depending on the grid size). The standard expression for transmissibility 
which assumes a linear pressure field therefore cannot be used. V. Artus (2012) investigated a transmissibility correction factor 
which can be used in unstructured low permeability grids. An addition step before simulation is to calculate semi-analytically 
(using Green’s functions) linear pressure distribution to determine the pressure value at any point starting from the linear 
source the well. The gridding is then created and for each cell volume/surface the pressure is calculated using the integration 
and having the results of the preliminary semi-analytical calculations. The corrected transmissibility values for each face are 
then calculated using eq (1). (Artus, 2012) 
𝑇𝑖𝑗 = −𝑘
∬ ∇𝑃.𝑑𝑆𝐹𝑖𝑗
1
𝑣𝑖
.∭ 𝑃𝑑𝑣−
1
𝑣𝑗𝐶𝑖
.∭ 𝑃𝑑𝑣𝐶𝑗
 ........................................................ (1) 
 
An alternative solution would be to reduce the size of the grid such that the pressure difference within the cells is negligible. 
This would however involve more computational processing and would slow the simulation. A transmissibility correction 
factor can improve results for low permeability shales without necessarily having to use a finer grid. In a reservoir L. Palagi 
demonstrated the benefits of using an unstructured grid to minimise grid orientation effects and model actual field problems 
such as fractures. V. Artus shows that the same unstructured gridding methodology can induce errors due to problems 
calculating transmissibility in very low permeability reservoirs, therefore proposing the transmissibility correction factor as a 
solution. The unstructured grid has potential advantages over a structured grid in low permeability simulation; however without 
a transmissibility corrector factor, erroneous results may be produced. This paper therefore investigates the use of a 
transmissibility correction factor on the unstructured grid compared to the structured grid over a range of permeability values to 
understand at what point the correction factor potentially improve the results.  
      
       
(a)                       (b)                         (c)                         (d)                        (e)                        (f)                          (g) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) 
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Methodology 
Very low effective permeability in shales leads to flowing conditions that are essentially transient (Artus, et al., 2012). The 
non-linear nature of the pressure field around the well can cause non-negligible impacts on the data. The methodology in this 
paper follows the typical workflow that an engineer may use and whether these non-linear effects may impact the data.  
The workflow starts by defining the grids. For the unstructured grid, a program is used to create an automatic grid. 
Typically default values are used by the engineer as it is presumed these are acceptable for the analysis, even if the default 
parameters are not fully understood (Houze, et al., 2010). The structured grid is not created automatically and equivalent grids 
(based upon the number of cells in the unstructured grids) are defined manually. The structured grid is refined locally to the 
fractures. Both the structured and unstructured grids use the finite volume method for determining flow (Artus, et al., 2012).  
The structured and unstructured grids are simulated under a range of permeabilities in a homogenous reservoir from 
k=1*10
-1 
mD to k=1*10
-5
. The unstructured grids include an addition workflow step where a transmissibility correction factor 
is included. By applying the factor to different grid types over a range of permeabilities, the papers aims to give an 
understanding of a suitable gridding methodology in a low permeability shale simulation and when a transmissibility factor 
could potentially improve the simulation results. A single phase condensate gas is used such that the results can be verified for 
accuracy by comparing the numerical simulations to an analytical solution. 
 
Model Verification by Comparing the Analytical Solution to the Numerical Solutions.   
The accuracy of the simulations must be verified. The numerical solver for the unstructured grids includes an analytical solver 
program which is used in this paper to produce the analytical model. Analytical models solve sets of equations to find a 
solution with numerical approximations. Although this method gives the correct answer (assuming numerical approximations), 
it is not used exclusively as an analytical model can only be solved when parameters (such as PVT in the case of oil/gas flow) 
are constant and do not vary throughout the simulation.  
A numerical model is required when parameters are non-linear and vary with time. In a numerical model, a simulation run 
will simulate a time step where the change in properties of the non-linear parameters are calculated and then used for the 
following time step. This process is more computationally intensive, however it is able to account for non-linear and advanced 
effects such as changes in PVT, desorption, multiphase flow, or unconsolidation (Artus, et al., 2012). The size of the time steps 
and grid size are important to ensure the accuracy of the simulation. To verify the numerical model, linear cases which can be 
represented by both analytical and numerical methods are analysed and the error between them compared.  
The analytical solution used in this paper (as part of the analytical solver program) was developed by L. Larsen (1994). A 
general solution for the wellbore flowing pressure in a rectangular fracture is derived, eq (2). The general solution is a function 
of pressure and flow rate. The pressure response is calculated for each of the flow periods as a function of pressure to calculate 
flow in the general equation (Larsen, 1994). The flow periods are summarised in Fig 3. (Cinco-Ley, 1981) 
2𝜋𝑘ℎ(𝑝𝑖−𝑝𝑤𝑓)
𝑞𝐵𝜇
= 𝑝𝑤𝐷(𝑡𝐷𝑓 , 𝜂𝑓𝐷 , 𝐹𝑐𝐷 , 𝑦𝑓𝐷 , ℎ𝐷)........................................................ (2) 
 
Figure 3 - Flow periods in a fractured reservoir, a) linear flow in fracture, b) bilinear flow in fracture and reservoir, c) formation linear 
flow, d) pseudoradial flow. (Cinco-Ley, 1981) 
Summary of Numerical Models & Paper Objectives 
 For the structured and unstructured grids various numerical models are made for the analysis to include different fracture 
models, grid resolutions, permeabilities, and transmissibility factors as outlined in Fig 4.  
 
 
 
 
  
                                                  
Transmissibility correction factor 
(2 models for each unstructured model only) 
Permeability (k in mD) models  
(3 permeabilities for each grid resolution) 
Fracture regimes (2 regimes for both the structured 
and unstructured grids) 
 
Single Fracture Multi Fracture 
Grid resolutions 
(7 grids for the fracture regimes) 
k=1x10-3mD 
Very Coarse 
(unstructured only) 
Fine  
(struct/unstruct) 
Medium/ 
Automatic 
k=1x10-5mD k=1x10-1mD 
Transmissibility: 
Turned ON 
Transmissibility: 
Turned OFF 
 
Figure 4 - Single & multi fracture numerical models 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Fracture 
Well 
Fracture 
Well 
Fracture 
 
Fracture 
 
Coarse 
(struct/unstruct) 
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Grid Resolutions (structured and unstructured) 
Single Fracture Settings 
The following gridding resolutions are to be used for the single fracture numerical models. 
Grid Type and Properties Global Grid (5000 by 5000ft) Local Grid (2000 by 1500ft zoom) 
Unstructured grid 
Fine grid 
3830 cells 
  
Unstructured grid  
Automatic grid 
 
k = 1x10
-1
mD 
Cells = 946 
 
k = 1x10
-3
mD 
Cells = 1403 
 
k = 1x10
-5
mD 
Cells = 1435 
  
Unstructured grid  
Coarse grid 
372 cells 
  
Unstructured grid  
Very coarse grid 
164 cells 
  
Figure 5 - Single fracture grid resolutions  
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Grid Type and 
Properties 
Global Grid (5000 by 5000ft) Local Grid (2500 by 1500ft zoom) 
Structured grid 
Fine grid 
4080 cells 
  
Structured grid 
Equivalent 
automatic grid 
1936 cells 
  
Structured grid 
Coarse grid 
400 
  
Figure 6 - Single fracture grid resolutions 
 
Parameter Value 
Plan Area 5000ftx5000ft 
Pay Zone 100ft 
Fracture Single 400ft Horizontal Fracture (Central) 
Production Period 20Years 
Initial Pressure (Pi) 5000psi 
Bottom Hole Pressure (BHP) 1000psi 
Production rate control Rate controlled by bottom hole pressure, with 
initial oil rate target 
Fluid type Single phase oil 
Well type  Unperforated cased well with a single vertical 
fracture perforating the full pay zone 
Figure 7 - Single fracture settings 
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Multi Fracture Settings 
The following gridding resolutions are to be used for the multifracture numerical models. 
 
Grid Type and Properties Global Grid (10000 by 10000ft) Local Grid (2000 by 1500ft zoom) 
Unstructured grid  
Automatic grid 
 
k = 1x10
-1
mD 
Cells = 6088 
k = 1x10
-3
mD 
Cells = 12549 
k = 1x10
-5
mD 
Cells = 13033 
 
  
Other Grids Unstructured grid  
Fine grid 
Cells = 25450 
Unstructured grid  
Coarse grid 
Cells = 2288 
Unstructured grid  
Very coarse grid 
Cells = 1410 
Figure 8 - Multi fracture typical grid resolution for the unstructured grid 
Grid Type and 
Properties 
Global Grid (10000 by 10000ft) Local Grid (2500 by 1500ft zoom) 
Structured grid 
Equivalent 
automatic grid 
13260 cells 
  
Other Grids Structured grid 
Fine grid 
26772 
Structured grid 
Coarse grid 
2324 
Figure 9 - Multi fracture typical grid resolution for the structured grid 
Parameter Value 
Plan Area 10000ftx10000ft 
Pay Zone 100ft 
Fractures Multi 400ft Horizontal Fractures (Equally Spaced) 
Number of Fractures 15 
Horizontal Well Length 4000ft 
Production Period 20Years 
Initial Pressure (Pi) 5000psi 
Bottom Hole Pressure (BHP) 1000psi 
Production rate control Rate controlled by bottom hole pressure, with initial 
oil rate target 
Fluid type Single phase oil 
Well type Unperforated cased horizontal well with multiple 
fractures perforating the full pay zone 
Figure 10 - Multifracture settings
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Analysis 
This study investigates four variables; number of fractures, grid resolution, permeability and the transmissibility correction 
factor. The reason is that these are applicable to real life simulations and are discussed below. 
Number of fractures: Both single fracture and multi fracture numerical models have been simulated with fracture half 
lengths of 400ft. In practice, fracture fluid can remain in the fracture or formation reducing the conductivity (Elyezer, et al., 
2003) however for simplicity the fractures are modelled as very high conductivity (2000D) relative to the matrix conductivity. 
In a real situation the size of the fractures are not known; multiple fractures of short length may initially produce similar 
volumes of oil as a single large fracture (Mayerhofer, et al., 2010). At late times, with multiple fractures, if fracture spacing and 
permeability permit there is interaction between the fractures, eventually production is from an equivalent stimulated reservoir 
volume (SRV). Additionally at early times, multiple fractures with an equivalent length as a single long fracture will produce at 
a greater rate. This is due to the end of each fracture; production is both linear and radial as opposed to purely linear along the 
length of a single fracture (Houze, et al., 2010). Both fracture models have been analysed to understand how early or late time 
behaviour affects the simulations. 
Grid resolution: The resolution of the grid and the size of the cells can be defined automatically in the unstructured gridding 
software. The first grid cell required to match the true response at an imposed Δt for various ranges of PVT and reservoir 
properties. The size is a linear function of some investigation radius at Δt shown in equation 3  
𝐿 = 𝛼√(
𝑘
𝜙𝜇𝑐𝑡
. Δ𝑡) + 𝛽...................................................................... (3) 
In practice where default values are given, it is often the case these values are accepted without a full understanding of the 
parameters (Houze, et al., 2010). Therefore it is important for default parameters, if stated, to provide accurate results. The 
automatic unstructured grid is compared to fine, coarse and very coarse grids in the numerical models. Where automatic grids 
were not available in the unstructured gridding program, comparable models have been used with a comparable number of grid 
cells to that of the unstructured grids. Higher cell densities around the fractures were also specified using a progressive increase 
in cell size.    
Permeability: For both the single fracture and multifracture cases, a range of permeability values have been simulated. 
Typical permeability values in shales range from 10
-4
md to 10
-9
md (Tinni, et al., 2012), a minimum permeability of 10
-5
mD is 
simulated to represent a typical shale. Higher permeability cases (10
-1
md and 10
-3
md) have been simulated to understand the 
transition from a very low permeability reservoir rock to an even lower permeability source/shale rock. Fracture interaction can 
occur where the distance between fracks and the reservoir permeability permits. This fracture interaction results in a Simulated 
Reservoir Volume (SRV) (Mayerhofer, et al., 2010). In real shale reservoirs, complex network structures and fracture half 
lengths are key drivers for reservoir performance. As these are not regular or uniformly distributed the concept of SRV is used 
as a correlation parameter for well performance, where the SRV is the approximated 3D volume of the fracture network. In the 
multi fracture cases, the higher permeability simulations result in an equivalent SRV.  
Transmissibility correction factor: An alternative method for calculating transmissibilities by V.Artus for low permeability 
shales to account for the high pressure difference between individual cells is turned On and Off to check the conditions at 
which the multiplier may reduce the error in the numerical model simulations.   
A simple graph to plot is the cumulative oil produced vs time (Fig 11). For clarity this graph shows only the results from 
three numerical simulations and an analytical solution. The coloured lines show typical errors that the numerical models may 
have with respect to the analytical solution. The analysis investigates which numerical simulations result in lower errors.   
Figure 11 – Example errors occurring in numerical simulations compared to the analytical solution for a single fracture flow regime. 
xf=400ft, k=0.1mD. 
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Two different types of error have been calculated 1) Absolute error & 2) Time interval error. Figure 12 shows an 
exaggerated case of the analytical solution (black) plotted with a numerical solution from a simulation (green).  
The absolute error is measured as a percentage compared to the analytical solution at any given time during the simulation. 
This error represents the actual different between the simulation value and the true solution and is useful to understand the 
overall accuracy of the simulation, for example ‘Absolute Error A’ and ‘Absolute Error B’ are the cumulative error at years 8 
and 20 respectively. Where the absolute error is less useful is determining at what stage of the simulation the error arises from. 
As the error calculation is cumulative, ‘Absolute Error A’ will be apparent in the calculation for ‘Absolute Error B’. In addition 
to this, as different volumes of fluid will have been produced due to the error, at a given time the simulation may produce at a 
faster or slower rate (when compared to the analytical solution) simply due to the reservoir being at a different stage in the 
production. The time interval error avoids these issues.  
The ‘Time Interval Error’ ignores previous cumulative error and looks at the error, which occurs over a specific time 
interval. The time intervals used correspond to the reporting periods. At the start of each time interval error calculation, the true 
solution at the start of the interval is reported; for ‘Time Interval A’ this is the volume production of the analytical solution at 5 
years. The time at which the same volume of production occurs on the numerical solution is determined; at around 3.5 years on 
the example below. The volume of oil produced is then compared over a time interval. For ‘Time Interval A’, the volume 
produced when the analytical solution starts at Year 5 and when the numerical solution starts at year 3.5 is compared over the 
same production time. The percentage error between the two values is then stated for each time interval. By using this method, 
cumulative error is excluded, additionally, as the ‘Time Interval’ is started from where the volume produced is the same, the 
error caused by pressure difference of the reservoir is minimized.  
Figure 12 shows two time intervals where the different error methods are useful. The ‘Absolute Error B’ is greater than the 
error at ‘A’ largely due to the cumulative error. This shows the accuracy of the simulation overall. The ‘Time Interval Error  B’ 
is however smaller than the error at ‘A’ showing the simulation is more accurate at late times than early times.   
 
 
Figure 12 - Definition of 'absolute error' and 'time interval' error compared to the analytical solution. 
The production mechanism from the reservoir is a combination of rock and fluid compressibility. There is a pressure difference 
between the initial reservoir pressure (5000psi) and the bottom hole pressure of the wellbore (1000psi). The well production is 
actually controled by a bottom hole pressure limit, as the initial oil rate target cannot be reached.   
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Single Fracture Analysis 
Figures 12 to 17 below plot the ‘Absolute’ and 
‘Interval’ error for the numerical simulations. Figure 
13 shows the key to the line types on the graphs where 
a solid line is an unstructured grid, a dashed line is the 
same simulation but run with the transmissibility 
factor turned on and the dotted lines represent the 
structured simulations. The colour of the lines 
indicates the resolution of the grids. 
 
 
Absolute Error Interval Error 
 
Figure 14 - Numerical error compared to analytical solution, 
k=0.1mD. Finer structured grids result in higher cumulative 
production. There is no obvious observed improvement when 
using a finer unstructured grid. There is similar accuracy in the 
simulations using corrected and non-corrected transmissibilities. 
 
Figure 15 - Interval error, k=0.1mD. Finer structured and 
unstructured grids shown to be more accurate at early times 
compared to more coarse grids. At late times accuracy improves 
and similar results occur irrespective of grid resolution. 
 
Figure 16 - Numerical error compared to analytical solution, 
k=0.001mD. Finer structured grids result in higher cumulative 
production. Finer unstructured grids observed to be more 
accurate. Similar accuracy between transmissibility corrected 
simulations and non-transmissibility corrected simulations. 
 
Figure 17 - Interval error, k=0.001mD. Finer unstructured grids are 
shown to be more accurate at early times compared to more 
coarse grids. Finer structured grids are observed to be less 
accurate compared to more coarse grids. Transmissibility 
corrected simulations are more accurate at early times however 
results are similar at late times.  
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Absolute Error Interval Error 
 
Figure 18 - Numerical error compared to analytical solution, 
k=0.00001mD. Finer structured grids result in higher cumulative 
production and lower accuracy when compared to unstructured 
grids. Finer unstructured grids observed to be more accurate. 
Improved accuracy of transmissibility corrected simulations 
compared to non-transmissibility corrected simulations. 
 
Figure 19 - Interval error, k=0.00001mD. Finer unstructured grids 
shown to be more accurate at early times compared to more 
coarse grids. Finer structured grids observed to be less accurate 
compared to more coarse grids. Transmissibility corrected 
simulations are shown to be more accurate over the entire 20 
year simulation period.  
 
Multi Fracture Analysis 
Absolute Error Interval Error 
 
Figure 20 - Numerical error compared to analytical solution, 
k=0.1mD. Finer structured grids result in higher cumulative 
production and lower accuracy when compared to unstructured 
grids. Transmissibility corrected simulations observed to be less 
accurate compared to non-transmissibility corrected simulations. 
 
Figure 21 - Interval error, k=0.1mD. Errors in the structured grids 
are caused predominantly at early times. Transmissibility 
corrected simulations are shown to be less accurate compared to 
non-corrected values.  
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Absolute Error Interval Error 
 
Figure 22 - Numerical error compared to analytical solution, 
k=0.001mD. Finer structured grids result in higher cumulative 
production and lower accuracy when compared to unstructured 
grids. The numerical simulations with the unstructured grids are 
observed to have similar errors regardless of grid resolution; 
however the coarse unstructured grid shows unexpected results.  
 
Figure 23- Interval error, k=0.001mD. Structured and unstructured 
grids are more accurate at late times when compared to early 
times. Using a finer grid or including the transmissibility 
correction factor in the numerical models does not decrease the 
error in the simulations.  
 
Figure 24 - Numerical error compared to analytical solution, 
k=0.00001mD. Finer structured grids result in higher cumulative 
production and lower accuracy when compared to unstructured 
grids. The transmissibility corrected numerical models are shown 
to be more accurate than the non-corrected models.  
 
Figure 25 - Interval error, k=0.00001mD. As there is no fracture 
interaction the error observed is similar to the results shown in 
Figure 19. At early times the finer grids are shown to be more 
accurate when compared to more coarse grids. Late time 
behavior is more accurate than early time behavior. The 
transmissibility corrected values are shown to be more accurate 
when compared to the non-corrected values over the 20year 
simulation period.  
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Discussion of Results 
The results shown in Figure 14 to Figure 25 are discussed with reference to the paper objectives to determine the suitability of 
structured and unstructured grids, the effect or single and multi-fracture simulations and under what conditions is a 
transmissibility correction factor beneficial for the numerical model simulations.  
 
How suitable is the unstructured automatic grid? 
Discussion of the automatic grid evaluates how the numerical model compares to finer and coarser grids. The transmissibility 
corrected numerical simulations are not discussed as these are covered later. The automatic non-transmissibility corrected 
results are shown on the graphs as a single solid black line.  
For the different permeability reservoirs simulated, the pressure drop in the cells varies significantly. Figure 26 shows the 5-
year pressure drop diagrams where red represents the initial reservoir pressure and blue is the minimum bottom hole pressure 
(BHP). By analysing the different permeability examples, the importance of the refined cells can be better understood as the 
production from the k=0.1mD reservoir is predominantly from the background grid and the production from the k=0.00001mD 
is entirely from the refined grid. 
 
k=0.1mD 
For both the single fracture and multi fracture cases the greatest inaccuracy is early in the simulation. Figure 15 - Interval error, 
k=0.1mD. Finer structured and unstructured grids shown to be more accurate at early times compared to more coarse grids. At 
late times accuracy improves and similar results occur irrespective of grid resolution. Figure 15 shows in the first 2-3 years of 
the production, the importance of a finer grid as the percentage error is lower. After a year of production the interval errors are 
0.2%, -0.5%, 1.0% and 3.5% for the fine, automatic, coarse and very coarse models respectively. The interval error after 5 
years of production is similar for all numerical models. A fine grid at early times is more important; potentially a fine grid at 
earlier times only (an adaptive grid), could improve results without significant additional computational time.   
k=0.001mD 
The overall error in the different numerical models clearly shows the finer grids to be more accurate overall, Figure 16. This 
error is primarily due to inaccuracies in the first 5 years of production. Figure 17 shows after year 5, the interval errors are very 
similar. Towards the end of the production the very coarse grid remains inaccurate by approximately 0.2% interval error 
whereas the other grids show almost no error.  
k=0.0001mD 
The lowest permeability simulation produces similar results to the higher permeability examples, where the finer grids are 
more accurate and the grids are more accurate at later times. What is more apparent is the convergence to the more accurate 
times when the fine grid is similar to the default grid: The coarse grids take a lot longer to reduce the errors at each interval, 
Figure 19. The error per interval for the fine grid at year 5 is approximately 0.7%, whereas the coarse grid only achieves this 
accuracy after 20 years. The coarse grids are shown to have higher errors in very low permeability examples.  
Summary 
 A finer grid improves accuracy of the simulation earlier in the simulation however after a few years of production the 
results are similar to an automatic grid.  
 A very coarse grid is not suitable for low permeability simulation (>5%). 
 The automatic grid based upon reservoir permeability and minimum time steps produced reliable results (<5%). 
 Potentially an adaptive grid could improve accuracy (Goslinga, 1983).   
 
Figure 26 – Graphical representation of single fracture numerical simulation five year pressure drop in a locally 
unstructured grid. From left to right the simulated reservoir permeabilities are; k=0.1mD, k=0.001mD, k=0.00001mD. 
Pi 
BHP 
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Does the structured gridding methodology compare well to the analytical solution? 
There is an unexpected trend of the higher resolution finer grid model resulting in a higher cumulative production. Figure 27 
shows a typical single fracture case for a reservoir with a permeability of k=0.001mD. The graph on the left shows cumulative 
production for the different grid resolutions. At the start of the simulation for all cases, the cumulative error peaks then follows 
a gradual decline. These shows the structured models are inaccurate at early times. At the end of the simulation the error 
remains between the analytical model; the fine model has a 7% error after 20years, the default model has an error of 5% and 
the coarse model -1% error. The rate of change of these errors is approximately the same in all the models at later times.  
This rate of change is shown clearly in the interval error, Figure 27. At the start of the simulation, all three grid resolutions 
have high error (around 7%). The finer grid shows a larger error throughout the simulation and is overestimating the production 
from the reservoir. At later times (from around 10years) the percentage error difference between the grid types are less than 
1%.  
The error could be reduced by incorporating a transmissibility factor similar to that in the unstructured gridding simulator. In 
a real world situation production data would be used to update the simulation. Variables such as the productivity index (PI) 
would be adjusted to match production data. This method would be useful once the interval errors are small and approaching 
0%, however as the interval errors are reducing from an overestimated production rate to a more accurate production rate, this 
may be observed as a change in skin.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Summary 
 The analysis consistently shows high error at the start of the simulation. 
 Adopting a correction factor at early times could improve the accuracy. 
 The change from an overestimated production rate to a more accurate production rate may be observed as a change in 
skin. 
 The simulation exhibits the limits of the well model (Peaceman conditions are violated here). 
 An extra fine grid simulation could be run to investigate this further. 
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Figure 27 – The results of the single fracture example for k=0.001mD. The cumulative error is 
shown on the left hand side graph and the interval error is shown on the right hand side graph. 
At later times all 3 grids 
produce similar results.  
High error at the start of 
the simulation. Finer grids 
show larger error.  
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What are the similarities and differences in single fracture and multi fracture examples? 
The pressure drop after 20 years of production is shown for the multi fracture reservoir with three different permeability cases 
in Figure 28. The major different between the single and multi-fracture models are the fracture interaction. Once the pressure 
drop between fractures is the similar to the fractures, the fracture network produces from an equivalent SRV (Mayerhofer, et 
al., 2010). The k=0.1mD reservoir shows a pressure drop and production throughout the reservoir. The k=0.001mD reservoir 
produces from the refined grid only however ultimately production is from a SRV. The k=0.00001mD reservoir, production is 
linear into the fractures only.  
 
 
k=0.1mD 
The error different between the grid types is minimal for the multi-fracture model at relatively high permeabilities, see Figure 
20. At higher permeabilities the production is predominantly from the SRV therefore finer grid refinement between the 
fractures is not required. The single fracture case is accurate at late times; see Figure 15 where the interval error approaches 0% 
from around 5 years onwards. The cumulative error measured in the single fracture case, Figure 14 of around +/-1% is due to 
early time inaccuracy. Resolution of the background grid is important.  
k=0.001mD 
The result of producing from an SRV is shown clearly comparing the single and multi-fracture examples in the 0.001mD 
reservoir. In the single fracture case the cumulative error varies from around -4% in the very coarse unstructured grid model to 
+1% in the fine model, Figure 16. This error is primarily due to the early time inaccuracy, as the interval errors at late times are 
similar, Figure 17. In contrast, the cumulative error in the multi-fracture model is very similar for the different grid resolutions, 
Figure 22. This shows that the refined grid around and between fractures are less important for simulation accuracy as once the 
reservoir has produced from the fluids between the fractures there is no further requirement for fine gridding in these areas. 
The background grid and the grid refinement around the SRV are therefore more influential for simulation accuracy. 
k=0.0001mD 
As shown in Figure 28, for very low permeability reservoirs there may not be any fracture interaction where flow is linear into 
the fracture as opposed to a SRV. The results from the simulation show that a single fracture model (Figure 19) produced 
similar results to a multi fracture model (Figure 25). The finer grid simulations typically are more accurate as there is no 
interaction between fractures, therefore the grid resolution around the fractures is best modelled with a finer grid. As shales 
typically have permeability values around k=10
-5
 or lower to around k=10
-9,
 if there is no fracture interaction the importance of 
a fine grid between factures is more apparent.  
Summary 
 For low permeability typical of shale (k<10-5) a fine grid around the fractures is more important to improve accuracy 
as there is only production locally around the fractures rather than an SRV.  
 For multi-fracture wells producing from a SRV, the grid resolution around the fractures is less important for 
simulation accuracy as production is from an SRV and the background grid is important.  
  
 
 
Figure 28 – 20 Year pressure drop in multifracture numerical simulations From left to right; k=0.1mD, k=0.001mD, k=0.00001mD. 
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Over what range is the transmissibility correction factor applicable? 
k=0.1mD 
For both the single and multi-fracture cases the transmissibility corrector factor did not improve or reduce the accuracy of the 
uncorrected simulation. Due to the relatively higher permeability production is primarily from the background grid matrix 
further away from the fractures. The correction factor adjusts the transmissibility for adjacent cells when the relative pressure 
different is large which is no applicable further away from the fractures.  
k=0.001mD 
With permeability two orders of magnitude lower than 0.1mD the transmissibility factor does not improve the accuracy of the 
simulations, Figure 16-17. At a higher permeability the simulation accuracy can be made worse with the addition of the 
transmissibility factor. A permeability of 0.001mD is shown to be a value at which using the transmissibility factor may be 
beneficial to be used as part of the simulation as it can improve accuracy. Figure 17 shows in the first two years of production 
the transmissibility correction factor improved the simulation results. At later times the simulation shows the correction factor 
was less accurate than the non-corrected simulations. Overall the cumulative error was similar for the corrected and non-
corrected simulations for comparable grid resolutions.  
k=0.00001mD 
At low permeabilities < k = 0.00001mD the transmissibility correction factor improves the accuracy of the simulations for all  
grid resolutions and at every time interval. Figure 18 shows the cumulative error of the single fracture simulations for 
k=0.00001mD. The automatic grid with the transmissibility factor (black dashed line) is shown to be as accurate as the fine 
grid without the transmissibility factor (green solid line). Applying the transmissibility factor in a real world simulation could 
therefore potentially reduce the computational time required by providing the accuracy of a finer grid which is computationally 
intensive. 
Summary 
 Transmissibility correction factor typically reduced the accuracy of the simulations for permeabilities > k=0.001mD. 
 For permeability values around k=0.001mD the transmissibility correction factor improved the accuracy at early times 
(approx. first 2.5years) however later time behaviour was less accurate than non-corrected simulations. 
 For permeability values < k=0.00001mD the transmissibility corrector factor improves the simulations.  
Conclusions  
The simulations in this paper aim to provide an understanding of the best practice with regards to gridding for different 
permeability types, in particular low permeability reservoirs. Structured and unstructured gridding techniques were compared 
for accuracy. The following conclusions are: 
 The structured grid is less accurate at reservoir simulation at early times where an ‘increase in production’ is predicted 
for finer grids. This potentially shows the limits of the well model in the program and could be investigated further 
with an ultra-fine model. At later times the structured grid tends to the correct analytical values; however the initial 
early inaccuracy determines if the overall cumulative predicted production is under or overestimated when compared 
to the analytical solution.  
 Without the transmissibility correction factor the unstructured grid requires a fine grid to produce very accurate 
results, however a fine grid is very similar to the automatic grid which is sized on minimum time step and reservoir 
permeability. An adaptive grid could potentially improve the accuracy of the simulations as a fine grid is typically 
only required at the start of the simulation. 
 With the transmissibility correction factor applied, the unstructured grid was shown to be more accurate than non-
corrected simulations for low permeability reservoirs < k=0.001mD. Using the correction factor can reduce the 
requirement for a fine grid as an automatic grid corrected for transmissibility produces similar accuracy results. 
 Comparing single and multifracture examples the single fracture cases were more susceptible to inaccuracies from a 
coarse grid compared to a multifracture example. Due to fracture interaction, once a SRV is achieved, the grid 
resolution between fractures is less important for production simulation. By predicting fracture spacing and measuring 
the permeability of the shale rock it may be possible to reduce the grid resolution without adversely affecting the 
overall simulation accuracy.  
For real world examples where an analytical solution may not be available, it is not possible to confirm if the gridding 
methodology adopted will produce the most accurate results. It is however important to have an understanding of how different 
reservoir properties affect results, when and where to employ different gridding techniques. The suggestions above provide 
interpretations of results of when to employ different techniques on simple examples. Further work would be to recommend 
changing additional common variables such as different fluid types (PVT) to test their impact on the accuracy of results.   
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Nomenclature 
BHP Bottom hole pressure 
dS A surface element 
c Compressibility, psi-1 
Ci,j Grid cell i and j 
Fi,j Grid face i and j  
k Permeability in millidarcys (mD) or darcys (D) 
Φ Porosity (decimal) 
h Height of pay zone, m. 
Lij Distance between cells ‘i’ and ‘j’, m.  
η Diffusivity 
Pi Initial reservoir pressure, psi. 
?̅?i Average pressure in cell ‘i’ 
PI Productivity Index 
PVT Abbreviation of ‘Pressure, Volume and Temperature’ relationship.  
q Flow rate 
Qij Total flow between cells ‘i’ and ’j’ 
ρ Density 
r Distance from well to a point in the reservoir 
rw Well radius 
SRV Stimulated reservoir volume 
t Time 
Tij Transmissibility between cells ‘i’ and ’j’  
μ Viscosity 
vi Volume of cell ‘i’ 
Xf Fracture half length 
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Appendix A; Critical Literature Review 
 
 
Reference Year Title Authors Contribution 
SPE-11455 1983 
Computer simulation of 
hydraulic fracturing in 
shales 
Ismail Ozkaya 
Kuwait U. 
Simplistic model suggesting hydraulic 
fracturing may close and reopen 
‘pumping’ fluids out of the shale.  
SPE-12252 1983 
A seven-point finite 
difference method for 
improved grid 
orientation performance 
in pattern steamfloods 
Karsten Pruess 
G.S. 
Bodvarsson 
Hexagonal grids were first used by 
Pruess and Bodvarsson to minimise the 
grid orientation effects. 
SPE-22889 1994 
Use of Voronoi grid in 
reservoir simulation.   
Cesar Luiz 
Palagi 
Khalid Aziz 
The paper presents a practical and easy 
to use gridding technique to implement 
the Voronoi grid in reservoir simulators. 
SPE-25615 1994 
Fractured reservoir 
simulation: Case studies 
P.M. Boerrigter 
Shell E&P Labs 
MoReS simulator used to increase 
understanding of recovery mechanisms 
in different cases.  
SPE-28389 1994 
Pressure transient 
analysis of 
multifractured horizontal 
wells 
Leif Larsen 
T.M Hegre 
A comprehensive investigation of the 
pressure transient behaviour of 
horizontal wells with single or multiple 
vertical fractures.  
SPE-125532 2009 
Modelling well 
performance in shale gas 
reservoirs. 
C.L Cipolla 
StrataGen Eng 
Focuses on modelling well performance 
in shale-gas reservoirs.  
Oil & Gas Science 
and Technology 
01/2012; 67(5): 
Pages 805-821 
2012 
Transmissibility 
correction and grid 
control for shale gas 
simulation. 
Vincent Artus 
Dorian Fructus 
Transmissibility derivations developed 
to address the production of multi-
fractured horizontal wells.  
SPE-167711 2014 
Numerical simulation of 
low permeability, 
unconventional gas 
reservoirs.  
Didier Yu Ding 
Yu-Shu Wu 
Nicolas Farah 
Discusses the mathematical model for 
the simulation of gas production from 
low-permeability fractured 
unconventional shale-gas reservoirs.  
SPE-167753 2014 
Understanding shale gas 
production mechanisms 
Sun, Hao 
Chevron 
Models multi-component flow in shale. 
Uses real shale data from laboratory 
measurements.  
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SPE 11455 (1983) 
Computer simulation of hydraulic fracturing in shales 
 
Authors: Ismail Ozkaya, Kuwait U.  
 
Contribution to the understanding of shale simulation and gridding: 
Uses a simplistic computer model to simulate natural fracturing which may occur in shales. At the time of publishing, ‘existing 
computer simulation experiments of oil generation and migration do not deal with hydraulic fracturing.  
 
Objective of the paper: 
To understand if natural fractures may occur within shale deposits due to vertical and horizontal effective stress. 
 
Methodology used: 
Simulation is conducted in two steps with different boundary conditions. The first stage represents deposition of the shale 
layer. The sediment load is increased proportionally to the rate of deposition.  
 
Conclusion reached: 
Fractures extend upward from the centre of the shale in most cases. Downward fractures rarely form. Depth was shown to be 
proportional to hydraulic conductivity.  
 
Comments: 
The paper uses a basic model and does not analyse production through fractures in the fracking process. What the paper does 
draw upon is the cause and significance of the natural fractures within shale and what may cause the higher than expected 
recoveries. The conclusions and results from this publication have not directly been included in my own study where the 
fractures are assumed to be known; however it does suggest a cause for a production mechanism in a real shale formation.  
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SPE 12252 (1983) 
A seven-point finite difference method for improved grid orientation performance in pattern steamfloods 
 
Authors: Karsten Pruess, G.S. Bodvarsson, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
 
Contribution to the understanding of shale simulation and gridding: 
 Introduction of the seven point finite difference approximation. 
 Improved accuracy in steam-flood simulations.  
 A seven-point method was shown to provide good numerical accuracy at substantially less computational work than 
five- of nine-point methods.  
 
Objective of the paper: 
Prior to the work by Pruess and Bodvarsson, it was known that two-dimensional simulations could exhibit grid orientation 
effects. The conventional five-point finite different method was strongly dependent upon the orientation of the computational 
grid relative to lines connecting production and injection wells.   
When producers and injectors were connected by grid blocks and grid lines which were parallel and perpendicular to the 
main direction of flow, breakthrough of the displacing fluid occurs earlier, and sweep efficiency is reduced. When the grid is 
rotated by 45° so that the grid is diagonal, errors can increase dramatically. The paper references a steam flood example; in a 
viscous crude as the mobility of the gas phase can exceed the mobility of the hydrocarbon phase ahead of the displacement 
front. Steam break-through was reported to differ by more than a factor of 3 between parallel and diagonal grids. 
The nine-point finite difference approximation can alleviate the problem however this requires substantially more 
computational work. A seven-method which offers advantages over both five- or nine-point approximations is presented. 
 
 Methodology used: 
A two-dimensional flow domain is partitioned into regular hexagons. Flow can occur between each nodal block and its six 
neighbours. The seven-spot pattern was then simulated and compared to five- and nine-spot patterns in a steam flood of heavy 
oil example. Diagonal and parallel grids were used for the examples so that accuracy and efficiency of the different methods 
could be compared.  
 
Conclusion reached: 
The seven-point method developed is intermediate between five- and nine-point methods both in grid orientation accuracy and 
computational effort. The seven-point method is virtually as accurate as the nine-point method.  
 
Comments: 
The seven-point method (or hexagonal grid) is a common gridding technique in modern reservoir simulators. This papers 
introduced this method with the aim to improve accuracy in steamflood reservoirs whilst not having to rely on a more 
computationally intensive nine-point method.  
In shale production waterflooding is not used to produce a front, rather it is used to induce hydraulic fractures. The 
advantages of a seven-point method can be applied to hydraulically fractures reservoirs with regards to computational time and 
heterogeneous reservoirs.  
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SPE 22889 (1994) 
Use of Voronoi grid in reservoir simulation.   
 
Authors: Cesar Luiz Palagi, Stanford U. Petrobras and Khalid Aziz, Stanford University.  
 
Contribution to the understanding of shale simulation and gridding: 
 A methodology to use the Voronoi grid in reservoir simulators is presented.  
 Understanding the sensitivity of different Voronoi grids and their orientation  
 
Objective of the paper: 
The paper presents a practical and easy to use gridding technique to implement the Voronoi grid in reservoir simulators. It 
includes the generation of grid blocks, the assignment of physical properties, and the treatment of wells. Several grid 
geometries have been presented however the combination of different geometries in a single grid system is restricted to specific 
local grid refinement cases.  
 
 Methodology used: 
Modules of grid points (not grid blocks) are positioned in a domain to be gridded. These consist of Cartesian, hexagonal, 
irregular, cylindrical and ‘eraser’ modules. These modules are then converted into grid blocks using the rules of a Voronoi grid. 
The grids were then run through a simulator to test the sensitivities of the gridding methodologies.   
 
Conclusion reached: 
The most commonly used grid geometries can be produced as special cases of the Voronoi grid. Hybrid-Cartesian and hybrid-
hexagonal grids are less sensitive to grid orientation than purely hexagonal grids or the nine-point scheme for the cases 
investigated.  
Conventional gridding techniques do not have the flexibility to represent flow around wells. By using the modules of grid 
points, this proposed process is a simple and flexible method to represent field problems such as higher resolution gridding 
around wells.  
 
Comments: 
The Voronoi grids presented in this paper show how they can minimise grid orientation problems near wells, in particular using 
cylindrical modules. The Voronoi grid allows the specification of small grid blocks around the well. The small grid blocks 
around the well are important in shale simulation due to the high pressure differences that can occur.  
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SPE 25615 (1994) 
Fractured reservoir simulation: Case studies 
 
Authors: P.M. Boerrigter, B.L.E.C. van de Leemput, Johan Pieters, Krijn Wit, and J.G.J. Ypma, Koninklijke/Shell E&P 
Laboratorium 
 
Contribution to the understanding of shale simulation and gridding: 
An overview was given to applying a new reservoir simulator (MoReS) on different case studies. MoReS aims to simulate 
shale production more accurately. The paper summarises the production mechanisms in shale.  
 
Objective of the paper: 
Summarise production mechanisms. ‘During pressure depletion oil is expelled from the matrix into the fracture system by 
expansion and solution gas drive. A secondary gas cap may form and influx of water from an aquifer may occur, resulting in 
the formation of a (thin) oil rim in the fractures from which production may be hampered by coning. Once reservoir pressure 
has stabilised the only drive mechanisms are gravity drainage and capillary imbibition”. 
Gas/oil gravity drainage: Occurs where matrix is filled with oil and surrounded by gas in fractures. Oil is produced into the 
fractures by gravity forces. Two mechanisms dominate, “block-block & capillary continuity” effects. Block-block effects show 
that oil draining from one matrix into a fracture will be absorbed (by gravity and capillary forces) by the underlying matrix 
block. Capillary continuity allows flow of oil through the matrix blocks as they are not usually isolated. “In a strongly water-
wet reservoir the displacement of oil from the matrix will be dominated by capillary forces” 
 
 Methodology used: 
A ‘dual continuum’ approached was used. A fractured reservoir is modelled in a similar way to a non-fractured reservoir. Each 
grid block is represented by not one, but two grid nodes: one for the matrix volume and one for the fracture volume. The 
method does not require a detailed knowledge about the individual fractures, but a meaningful average of the fracture 
properties.   
 
Conclusion reached: 
‘Modelling capabilities of fractured simulators vary widely across the industry. There were difference advantages by using the 
MoReS simulator on a range of case studies.  
 
Comments: 
The dual continuum approach to model fractured reservoirs in the past in an interesting methodology to use existing technology 
on a more advanced problem. As computational power has increased and become more readily available is it now possible to 
model the fractures in the reservoir hence this method is not applicable. The summary of the production mechanisms are clear.  
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SPE 28389 (1994) 
Pressure transient analysis of multifractured horizontal wells 
 
Authors: Leif Larsen, Statoil A/S, and T.M. Hegre, Petec A/S 
 
Contribution to the understanding of shale simulation and gridding: 
The paper presents results from a comprehensive investigation of the pressure transient behaviour of horizontal wells with 
single or multiple vertical fractures.  
 
Objective of the paper: 
The main objective of the paper was to discuss the flow periods exhibited by single- and multifractured horizontal wells under 
various ideal conditions. The special flow periods provide data that can be analysed by conventional methods. At least four 
fundamental flow periods are exhibited by horizontal wells with a transverse of longitudinal fracture. There is an initial linear 
flow period characterized by a half-slope straight line in pressure. This is the fluid flow in the fracture and appears early in the 
simulation. The dimensionless time corresponds normally to real time less than seconds. After a transition period the system 
may exhibit a bilinear flow period characterized by a one-fourth-slope straight line. This is the flow period where there is linear 
flow in the formation and the fracture. As times increases a formation linear flow period may develop characterized by a half-
slope straight line in pressure. This is the linear flow in to the fractures. Eventually the system reaches a pseudoradial flow 
period. This is where the flow is essentially flowing radially into the fracture. For multifracture horizontal wells the same flow 
periods will be observed as for single-fractured horizontal wells. In addition to this a compound-formation linear flow period 
may occur between linear flow and pseudoradial flow. It is characterized by linear flow from the formation to the collection of 
fractures. 
 
 Methodology used: 
The methodology was to first derive the general flow equation into the fracture(s) as a function of dimensionless rate and 
pressure. The flow periods were then defined as a function of dimensionless pressure which can then be used to calculate the 
rate in a reservoir.  
 
Conclusion reached: 
Horizontal wells with fractures can exhibit radial, radial-linear, formations linear and pseudoradial flow periods before 
boundary effects. Data from the periods can be analysed with straight line analysis methods, with rate divided by the number of 
fractures for early data, and total rate used for late data.  
 
Comments: 
The investigation of the pressure transient behaviour in horizontal wells has been used to develop an analytical solution.  
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SPE 125532 (2009) 
Modeling well performance in shale-gas reservoirs 
 
Authors: C.L. Cipolla, Carbo; E.P. Lolon, StrataGen Engineering; and J.C. Erdle and V. Tathed, CMG 
 
Contribution to the understanding of shale simulation and gridding: 
 Shows dual porosity solutions do not adequately capture the transient flow in very low permeability matrix blocks.  
 In some shale-gas reservoirs desorption may be a minor component of gas recovery.  
 Impact of stress sensitive network fracture conductivity on well productivity.   
Objective of the paper: 
To model well performance in shale-gas reservoirs using numerical simulation. Different grids are evaluated.   
 
Methodology used: 
Different gridding structures are looked at in the reservoir model. Small scale gridding and the gas production rate are 
compared to coarser grid for model validation.  
 
Conclusion reached: 
Techniques have been developed to model transient behaviour, but many of these techniques rely on analytical approximations 
to reduce run time. The most rigorous method is to discretely grid the entire reservoir but this increases computational time.  
 
Comments: 
Good discussion on the contribution to production from difference mechanisms, however there is limited work on comparing 
different methods of gridding. Comparing the production from a very fine fractured grid block which should aim to capture 
transient effects could potentially assist in the quality control of the results from a multiphase test. A multiphase test is difficult 
to validate as it cannot be compared to the analytical solution, however the flow behaviour for a model tends towards the 
results of a finer grid model.  
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Kappa- Transmissibility corrections and grid control for shale gas numerical simulation (2012) 
 
Authors: Vincent Artus, Dorian Fructus.  
 
Contribution to the understanding of shale simulation and gridding: 
 Demonstrates a robust transmissibility correction for the use of low permeability fractured shale.  
Objective of the paper: 
Using an unstructured grid, finite-volume simulator, the non-linear nature of the pressure field around horizontal wells with 
multiple fractures has an impact on shale production forecasts. Transmissibility corrections are proposed which take into 
account the strong non-linearity of the pressure field in the vicinity of the fractures.  
 
Methodology used: 
An analytical model is used to validate results from a numerical model. Note that this is only valid assuming the PVT is linear 
(not multiphase). Different permeability reservoirs are simulated to show the requirement for a transmissibility correction.  
 
Conclusion reached: 
A high permeability reservoir shows a match between the analytical model and the numerical model, both for early-time 
transient analysis and long-term forecasting. This does not hold true for low permeability reservoirs where this behaviour is 
lost and there are errors is the cumulative predicted production. When the permeability is low the transients last much longer 
therefore the grid must be carefully chosen.  
 
Comments: 
The report demonstrates the issues with grid size and low permeability shales in simulation. The transmissibility correction is 
shown to be a robust method to account for this for linear PVT. Further work into optimum grid sizes investigates to the extent 
to which the transmissibility correction factor is still valid.  
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SPE 167711 (2014) 
Numerical simulation of low permeability unconventional gas reservoirs 
 
Authors: Didier Yu Ding, Yu-Shu Wu, Nicolas Farah, Cong Wang and Bernard Bourbiaux, 
 
Contribution to the understanding of shale simulation and gridding: 
A new technique is proposed to improve the accuracy of the MINC method for shale-gas reservoirs.  
 
Objective of the paper: 
The paper assesses the impacts of different physical properties which affect the flow dynamics in shale-gas reservoirs.  
 
Methodology used: 
The multiple interacting continua (MINC) method is improved. In the MINC method, each matrix block in a dual porosity 
model is subdivided into sub-cells, and the connection factors (transmissibilities) between the sub-cells are determined from 
rectangular geometry. The new technique aims to improve the MINC method by determining the transmissibilities on the basis 
of ‘the iso-potential geometery under pseudo-steady-state regime’.  
 
Conclusion reached: 
 Due to the Klinkenberg effect the gas permeability can increase at lower pressure gradients.  
 It is possible to simulate gas production from fractures with thin fracture cells with relatively large neighbouring cells.  
 Klinkenberg has a small impact on gas production, except for very low reservoir permeability and bottom-hole well 
pressure.  
 Non-Darcy flow does not have a significant impact on gas production.  
Comments: 
The paper has investigated a range of effects. The effect which has interest to my study is modelling large and small 
neighbouring cells were shown to be acceptable. Typically this is considered bad practice in higher permeability reservoirs as 
this can cause material balance problems. The contrast in cell size is compensated by the fracture and matrix permeabilities 
hence there are no stability issues.  
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SPE 167753 (2014) 
Understanding shale gas production mechanisms through reservoir simulation 
 
Authors: Sun, Hao; Chawathe, Adwait; Hoteit, Hussein; Shi, Xundan; Li, Lin, Chevron U.S.A. Inc.  
 
Contribution to the understanding of shale simulation and gridding: 
Contributes an understanding of the predominant transport mechanism in shale by using a multi-mechanistic model.  
 
Objective of the paper: 
As there is still debate on the predominant transport mechanism (diffusion, convection or desorption), a multi-mechanistic, 
multi-porosity, multi-permeability model that uses experimentally determined material properties to predict shale gas 
performance is presented.   
 
Methodology used: 
A three dimensional triple porosity, dual permeability (TPDP) model which simulated all known shale gas flow regimes was 
used to determine the sensitivity of the reservoir model to different variables. 
 
Conclusion reached: 
 DPDP with Knudsen diffusion is adequate to model shale gas reservoir production.  
 Desorption has minor contribution to additional gas production.  
Comments: 
Although this paper does not directly research into the effect of grid sizing of reservoir simulation, it is important to understand 
the values which are input into any reservoir simulator such as permeability. This paper suggests dual porosity and 
permeability methods are adequate to model shale gas reservoir production.  
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Appendix B; Single-Fracture Input Parameters - Topaz 
Parameter Value Units 
Pay Zone 100 ft 
Porosity 10 % 
Number of fractures 1 - 
Fracture half length (Xf) 400 ft 
Well radius 0.3 ft 
Initial Reservoir Pressure (Pi) 5000 psi 
Well pressure 1000 psi 
 
 
Grid Settings (Topaz Default) 
Automatically adjust grid based upon permeability and time step.  
 
Grid Settings (Topaz Coarse, user defined) 
N Dx  15 - 
Back cells Define by number - 
Angle 0 - 
Progression Ratio 1.7 - 
Nb Sectors 8 - 
N Dz 6 - 
Upscaling  0.5 - 
   
Grid Settings (Topaz Very Coarse, user defined) 
N Dx  10 - 
Back cells Define by number - 
Angle 0 - 
Progression Ratio 2 - 
Nb Sectors 4 - 
N Dz 3 - 
Upscaling  0.5  
 
Grid Settings (Topaz Fine, user defined) 
N Dx  40 - 
Back cells Define by number - 
Angle 0 - 
Progression Ratio 1.1 - 
Nb Sectors 24 - 
N Dz 20 - 
Upscaling  0.5  
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Appendix C; Multi-Fracture Input Parameters - Topaz 
Parameter Value Units 
Pay Zone 100 ft 
Porosity 10 % 
Number of fractures 15 - 
Length of horizontal well 4000 ft 
Fracture half length (Xf) 400 ft 
Well radius 0.3 ft 
Initial Reservoir Pressure (Pi) 5000 psi 
Well pressure 1000 psi 
 
 
Grid Settings (Topaz Default) 
Automatically adjust grid based upon permeability and time step.  
 
Grid Settings (Topaz Coarse, user defined) 
N Dx  15 - 
Back cells Define by number - 
Angle 0 - 
Progression Ratio 1.7 - 
Nb Sectors 8 - 
N Dz 6 - 
Upscaling  0.5 - 
   
Grid Settings (Topaz Very Coarse, user defined) 
N Dx  10 - 
Back cells Define by number - 
Angle 0 - 
Progression Ratio 2 - 
Nb Sectors 4 - 
N Dz 3 - 
Upscaling  0.5  
 
Grid Settings (Topaz Fine, user defined) 
N Dx  40 - 
Back cells Define by number - 
Angle 0 - 
Progression Ratio 1.1 - 
Nb Sectors 24 - 
N Dz 20 - 
Upscaling  0.5  
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Appendix D; Single-Fracture Grid Input Parameters – Eclipse 
 
 
 
Grid Sizes (Eclipse Default Equivalent) 
DVX 
94  8*200  140  93  62  41  27  18  12  8  5  
8*100  
5  8  12  18  27  41  62  93  140  8*200 94 / 
DVY 
93  10*200  140  93  62  41  27  18  12  8  5 0.9  
2*0.1  
0.9  5  8  12  18  27  41  62  93  140 10*200  93 / 
 
Grid Sizes (Eclipse Coarse Equivalent) 
DVX 
349  800  524  238  108  49  22  10 
4*200 
10  22  49  108 238  524  800  349 / 
DVY 
748  800  524  238  108  49  22  10  0.9 
2*0.1 
0.9  10  22  49  108  238  524  800  748 / 
 
Grid Sizes (Eclipse Fine Equivalent) 
DVX 
92  5*200  177  147  122  101  84  70  58  48  40  33  27  22  18  15  12  10  8  6  5  4  
16*50  
4  5  6  8  10  12  15  18  22  27  33  40  48  58  70  84  101  122  147  177  5*200  92 / 
DVY 
92  7*200  177  147  122  101  84  70  58  48  40  33  27  22  18  15  12  10  8  6  5  4  0.9 
2*0.1  
0.9  4  5  6  8  10  12  15  18  22  27  33  40  48  58  70  84  101  122  147  177  7*200  92 / 
 
Dz = 100ft for all cases  
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Appendix E; Multi-Fracture Grid Input Parameters – Eclipse 
 
 
Grid Sizes (Eclipse Default Equivalent) 
DVX 
Leading up to fractures: 
225 12*200 134 89 59 39 26 17 11   
Between fractures (repeated 14 times): 
0.1 10.8287 16.2431 24.3646 36.5469 54.8203 54.8203 36.5469 24.3646 16.2431 10.8287 0.1 
Leading away from fractures: 
11 17 26 39 59 89 134 12*200 225 
DVY 
194 20*200 140 93 62 41 27 18 12 8 5  
8*100 
5 8 12 18 27 41 62 93 140 20*200 194 
 
Grid Sizes (Eclipse Coarse Equivalent) 
DVX 
Leading up to fractures: 
1358 800 480 218 99 45    
Between fractures (repeated 14 times): 
0.1 44.6261 98.1775 98.1775 44.6261 0.1 
Leading away from fractures: 
45 99 218 480 800 1358 
DVY 
541 4*800 471 214 97 44 20 9 4  
4*200 
4 9 20 44 97 214 471 4*800 541 
 
Grid Sizes (Eclipse Fine Equivalent) 
DVX 
Leading up to fractures: 
238 9*200 173 144 120 100 83 69 57 47 39 32 26 21 17 14 11 9 
Between fractures (repeated 14 times): 
0.1 8.6552 10.3863 12.4635 14.9563 17.9475 21.5370 25.8444 31.0133 31.0133 25.8444 21.5370 
17.9475 14.9563 12.4635 10.3863 8.6552 0.1 
Leading away from fractures: 
9 11 14 17 21 26 32 39 47 57 69 83 100 120 144 173 9*200 238 
DVY 
193 17*200 177 147 122 101 84 70 58 48 40 33 27 22 18 15 12 10 8 6 5 4  
16*50 
4 5 6 8 10 12 15 18 22 27 33 40 48 58 70 84 101 122 147 177 17*200 193 
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Appendix F; PVT Properties  
API Gravity = (141.5/Specific Gravity)-131.5 
Light   – API > 31.1 (>0.870)  
Medium  – API between 22.3 and 31.1 (0.920<SG<0.870) 
Heavy   – API < 22.3 (<0.920SG) 
Extra Heavy – API < 10.0 (<1.00SG) 
 
Volatile Oil - PVT 
Main Parameters 
Fluid Type Single phase oil 
Reservoir Temperature 200 F 
Reservoir Pressure 5000 Psia 
GOR 500 scf/stb 
Rock Compressibility 3x10
-6
 Psi
-1 
Oil Properties 
Gravity 0.65 API 
Bubble Point Pressure vs Temp 
 
T, degrees F P(bubble), psia 
194.540 509.807 
197.960 513.657 
201.380 517.535 
204.800 521.440 
208.220 525.373 
Oil Compressibility 9.53614x10
-6
 Psi
-1
 
FVF (Bo) and Viscosity (μ) 
 
P psia Bo B/STB μ (cp) 
514.696 1.33279 0.5 
1014.70 1.29128 0.5 
1514.70 1.26685 0.5 
2014.70 1.24973 0.5 
2514.70 1.23659 0.5 
3014.70 1.22595 0.5 
3514.70 1.21701 0.5 
4014.70 1.20931 0.5 
4514.70 1.20257 0.5 
5014.70 1.19656 0.5 
Density (at surface conditions 14.7psi 37.8022 lb/ft
3
 
P(bubble), above BHP @ 1000psi 515 psia 
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Appendix G; Typical Eclipse Single Fracture ‘.Data’ file 
The following appendix shows a typical ‘.Data’ file used in the eclipse simulators. The example below shows the default grid 
with a homogenous permeability of k=0.001mD. 18 variations of the ‘.Data’ file below were analysed to account for three 
different permeability values, three different grid variations and two fracture cases. The grid data can be found in Appendix D 
and E.  
 
-- ********************** 
-- 
--Imperial College London 
--Department of Earth Science and Engineering  
--Centre for Petroleum Studies 
-- 
--Low Permeability Shale Simulation & Gridding in Single & Multi-Fracture in 
Horizontal Wells 
--By 
--Giles Mortimer 
-- 
-- ********************** 
-- Single fracture 
-- ********************** 
-- 
-- Notes: 
-- Data file requires following sections 
-- RUNSPEC 
-- GRID 
-- PROPS 
-- SOLUTION 
-- SCHEDULE 
-- 
-- Commands can be finished with a '/' at which point the remaining values are 
defaulted 
--  
-- Use simulator 'Eclipse' for Eclipse 100 black oil simulator.  
-- 
-- Manual used is for Eclipse version 2013.1 
-- 
-- Can include separate files. Just put file in same folder an type INCLUDE as 
example below 
-- INCLUDE 
-- 'SUMMARY.INC'  / 
-- 
-- ********************** 
 
-- Dead oil system 
 
RUNSPEC 
TITLE 
   Single Fracture Default Equivalent Grid 
 
DIMENS 
   44   44    1  / 
 
OIL 
 
-- Use FIELD units 
 
FIELD 
 
TABDIMS 
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--NTSFUN NTPVT NSSFUN NPPVT NTFIP NRPVT NTENDP 
    1      1     16    10    1     12 / 
 
WELLDIMS 
--Max#Wells MaxConn/well MaxGrp MaxWell/Grp BS 
    4            5          1       30 / 
 
START 
  1 JAN 2000 / 
 
-- Use to turn on or off data-checking-only 
--NOSIM 
 
NOECHO 
 
GRID      =========================================================== 
 
--Remember, if the grid is updated the well locations (i,j coordinates) need to be 
updated. and does DIMENS. 
-- Cell sizes in x-direction 
 
DXV 
1*94 8*200 1*140 1*93 1*62 1*41 1*27 1*18 1*12 1*8 1*5  
8*100  
1*5 1*8 1*12 1*18 1*27 1*41 1*62 1*93 1*140 8*200 1*94 / 
 
-- Cell sizes in y-direction 
DYV 
1*93 10*200 1*140 1*93 1*62 1*41 1*27 1*18 1*12 1*8 1*5 1*0.9  
2*0.1  
1*0.9 1*5 1*8 1*12 1*18 1*27 1*41 1*62 1*93 1*140 10*200 1*93 / 
 
-- Cell sizes in z-direction 
DZ 
  1936*100 / 
 
PERMX 
  1936*0.1 / 
  
-- This creates a box of cells which is then defined with new properties, e.g the 
fractures with high permeabilities. End with ENDBOX  
-- IX1-IX2 JY1-JY2 KZ1-KZ2 
BOX 
19 26 22 23 1 1/ 
 
PERMX 
16*200000 / 
 
ENDBOX 
 
COPY 
  PERMX PERMY / 
  PERMX PERMZ / 
/ 
PORO 
 1936*0.1 / 
 
TOPS 
 1936*5000 / 
 
-- Write initial file 
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INIT 
 
PROPS    =============================================================== 
 
ECHO 
 
-- Rock compressibility 
ROCK 
-- Pref    Cr 
  14.7    3.0D-6          / 
 
-- Surface densities 
DENSITY 
-- See tables in Kappa when pressure = 14.7psi (surface conditions) 
-- Oil    Water   Gas 
  37.802206049   64.79  0.0422462  / 
 
-- PVT for dead oil (black oil) 
-- P    Bo    viscO 
PVDO 
--PVT Gas Export (Remember to add the dashes in. 
--Maximum of 10 rows therefore delete intermediate rows 
--Pressure                   Bo                  Muo 
--(psia)              (B/STB)                 (cp) 
   514.6959494003922 1.332785115330112 0.5 
   1014.695949400392 1.291277669608896 0.5 
  1514.695949400392 1.266845626590303 0.5 
   2014.695949400392 1.249731790181086 0.5 
  2514.695949400392 1.236591654069325 0.5 
  3014.695949400392 1.225945241369756 0.5 
  3514.695949400392 1.217007984496959 0.5 
   4014.695949400392 1.209314210632843 0.5 
   4514.695949400392 1.202565088692811 0.5 
   5014.695949400392 1.196557529454977 0.5 
  / 
 -- Dead oil: Rs is constant 
RSCONST 
--Dissolved gas concentration mscf/stb -  Bubble Point Pressure  
0.5    515.9702  / 
 
SOLUTION   ============================================================= 
 
-- Equilibration initialisation 
 
EQUIL 
-- Datumdepth  P(DD)  OWC  Pcow(OWC)  {GOC / Pcog / Nlive / RvN / Nacc. 
    5050       5000   6000  0         4200     0      1       0    0  / 
 
-- Write restart file at step 0 (initial restart file) 
RPTSOL 
FIP=1 RESTART=2  / 
 
SUMMARY   ============================================================== 
-- Field oil production rate 
FOPR 
 
-- Field oil production total 
FOPT 
 
-- Field pressure 
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FPR 
-- Field oil in place 
FOIP 
--Tabulated output of summary data (see page 2012) 
RUNSUM 
EXCEL 
SCHEDULE  ============================================================== 
 
-- Define frequency for writing of restart files (every half year) 
RPTRST 
 BASIC=5 NORST=1 FREQ=6 / 
 
-- Well scecifications (Introduces new wells, the name & position of the well head, 
the BHP reference depth & separator used).  
WELSPECS 
--wname  grp  iwh jwh Z(bhp) prefPhase rPI/II sp.Infl AutoShut X-flow Ptab densCalc 
FIPnr  
  'WP1'  'G'   19  22  1*     'OIL'  / 
  'WP2'  'G'   23  22  1*     'OIL'  / 
  'WP3'  'G'   26  22  1*     'OIL'  / 
  / 
-- Completion data 
COMPDAT 
--wname  ic  jc  k_hi k_lo open/shut satnum tfac wdiam  Kh skin Dfac penDir r0  
  'WP1'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
  'WP2'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
  'WP3'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
  / 
-- Production specification 
WCONPROD 
--wname open/shut ctrlmode orat wrat grat lrat rvol bhpmin thpmin vfptab artlift ... 
  'WP1'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
  'WP2'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
  'WP3'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
  / 
-- List of report dates 
DATES 
  1 'JAN' 2001  / 
  1 'JAN' 2002  / 
  1 'JAN' 2003  / 
  1 'JAN' 2004  / 
  1 'JAN' 2005  / 
  1 'JAN' 2006  / 
  1 'JAN' 2007  / 
  1 'JAN' 2008  / 
  1 'JAN' 2009  / 
  1 'JAN' 2010  / 
  1 'JAN' 2011  / 
  1 'JAN' 2012  / 
  1 'JAN' 2013  / 
  1 'JAN' 2014  / 
  1 'JAN' 2015  / 
  1 'JAN' 2016  / 
  1 'JAN' 2017  / 
  1 'JAN' 2018  / 
  1 'JAN' 2019  / 
  27 'DEC' 2019  / 
 / 
END  
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Appendix H; Typical Eclipse Multi Fracture ‘.Data’ file 
-- ********************** 
-- 
--Imperial College London 
--Department of Earth Science and Engineering  
--Centre for Petroleum Studies 
-- 
--Low Permeability Shale Simulation & Gridding in Single & Multi-Fracture in 
Horizontal Wells 
--By 
--Giles Mortimer 
-- 
-- ********************** 
-- Multi fracture 
-- ********************** 
-- 
-- Notes: 
-- Data file requires following sections 
-- RUNSPEC 
-- GRID 
-- PROPS 
-- SOLUTION 
-- SCHEDULE 
-- 
-- Commands can be finished with a '/' at which point the remaining values are 
defaulted 
--  
-- Use simulator 'Eclipse' for Eclipse 100 black oil simulator.  
-- 
-- Manual used is for Eclipse version 2013.1 
-- 
-- Can include separate files. Just put file in same folder an type INCLUDE as 
example below 
-- INCLUDE 
-- 'SUMMARY.INC'  / 
-- 
-- ********************** 
 
 
RUNSPEC 
TITLE 
   Single Fracture Default Equivalent Grid 
 
DIMENS 
   195   68    1  / 
    
OIL 
 
-- Use FIELD units 
 
FIELD 
 
-- ...DIMS keywords: Defines various table and other sizes. 
 
TABDIMS 
--NTSFUN NTPVT NSSFUN NPPVT NTFIP NRPVT NTENDP 
    1      1     16    10    1     12 / 
 
WELLDIMS 
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--Max#Wells MaxConn/well MaxGrp MaxWell/Grp BS 
    30            5          1       30 / 
 
START 
  1 JAN 2000 / 
 
-- Use to turn on or off data-checking-only 
--NOSIM 
 
NOECHO 
 
GRID      =========================================================== 
 
--Remember, if the grid is updated the well locations (i,j coordinates) need to be 
updated. and does DIMENS. 
 
 
-- Cell sizes in x-direction 
 
 
DXV 
225 12*200 134 89 59 39 26 17 11   
0.1 10.8287 16.2431 24.3646 36.5469 54.8203 54.8203 36.5469 24.3646 16.2431 10.8287 
0.1 10.8287 16.2431 24.3646 36.5469 54.8203 54.8203 36.5469 24.3646 16.2431 10.8287 
0.1 10.8287 16.2431 24.3646 36.5469 54.8203 54.8203 36.5469 24.3646 16.2431 10.8287 
0.1 10.8287 16.2431 24.3646 36.5469 54.8203 54.8203 36.5469 24.3646 16.2431 10.8287 
0.1 10.8287 16.2431 24.3646 36.5469 54.8203 54.8203 36.5469 24.3646 16.2431 10.8287 
0.1 10.8287 16.2431 24.3646 36.5469 54.8203 54.8203 36.5469 24.3646 16.2431 10.8287 
0.1 10.8287 16.2431 24.3646 36.5469 54.8203 54.8203 36.5469 24.3646 16.2431 10.8287 
0.1 10.8287 16.2431 24.3646 36.5469 54.8203 54.8203 36.5469 24.3646 16.2431 10.8287 
0.1 10.8287 16.2431 24.3646 36.5469 54.8203 54.8203 36.5469 24.3646 16.2431 10.8287 
0.1 10.8287 16.2431 24.3646 36.5469 54.8203 54.8203 36.5469 24.3646 16.2431 10.8287 
0.1 10.8287 16.2431 24.3646 36.5469 54.8203 54.8203 36.5469 24.3646 16.2431 10.8287 
0.1 10.8287 16.2431 24.3646 36.5469 54.8203 54.8203 36.5469 24.3646 16.2431 10.8287 
0.1 10.8287 16.2431 24.3646 36.5469 54.8203 54.8203 36.5469 24.3646 16.2431 10.8287 
0.1 10.8287 16.2431 24.3646 36.5469 54.8203 54.8203 36.5469 24.3646 16.2431 10.8287 
0.1 
11 17 26 39 59 89 134 12*200 225 
 
/ 
 
-- Cell sizes in y-direction 
DYV 
194 20*200 140 93 62 41 27 18 12 8 5  
8*100 
5 8 12 18 27 41 62 93 140 20*200 194 
 / 
 
-- Cell sizes in z-direction 
DZ 
  13260*100 / 
 
PERMX 
  13260*0.001 / 
  
-- This creates a box of cells which is then defined with new properties, e.g the 
fractures with high permeabilities. End with ENDBOX  
-- IX1-IX2 JY1-JY2 KZ1-KZ2 
 
BOX 
21 21 31 38 1 1/ 
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PERMX 
8*200000 / 
ENDBOX 
 
BOX 
32 32 31 38 1 1/ 
PERMX 
8*200000 / 
ENDBOX 
 
BOX 
43 43 31 38 1 1/ 
PERMX 
8*200000 / 
ENDBOX 
 
BOX 
54 54 31 38 1 1/ 
PERMX 
8*200000 / 
ENDBOX 
 
BOX 
65 65 31 38 1 1/ 
PERMX 
8*200000 / 
ENDBOX 
 
BOX 
76 76 31 38 1 1/ 
PERMX 
8*200000 / 
ENDBOX 
 
BOX 
87 87 31 38 1 1/ 
PERMX 
8*200000 / 
ENDBOX 
 
BOX 
98 98 31 38 1 1/ 
PERMX 
8*200000 / 
ENDBOX 
 
BOX 
109 109 31 38 1 1/ 
PERMX 
8*200000 / 
ENDBOX 
 
BOX 
120 120 31 38 1 1/ 
PERMX 
8*200000 / 
ENDBOX 
 
BOX 
131 131 31 38 1 1/ 
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PERMX 
8*200000 / 
ENDBOX 
 
BOX 
142 142 31 38 1 1/ 
PERMX 
8*200000 / 
ENDBOX 
 
BOX 
153 153 31 38 1 1/ 
PERMX 
8*200000 / 
ENDBOX 
 
BOX 
164 164 31 38 1 1/ 
PERMX 
8*200000 / 
ENDBOX 
 
BOX 
175 175 31 38 1 1/ 
PERMX 
8*200000 / 
ENDBOX 
 
 
 
COPY 
  PERMX PERMY / 
  PERMX PERMZ / 
/ 
 
PORO 
 13260*0.1 / 
 
TOPS 
 13260*5000 / 
 
 
-- Write initial file 
INIT 
 
PROPS    =============================================================== 
 
ECHO 
 
-- Rock compressibility 
ROCK 
-- Pref    Cr 
  14.7    3.0D-6          / 
 
-- Surface densities 
DENSITY 
-- See tables in Kappa when pressure = 14.7psi (surface conditions) 
-- Oil    Water   Gas 
  37.802206049   64.79  0.0422462  / 
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-- PVT for dead oil (black oil) 
-- P    Bo    viscO 
PVDO 
--PVT Gas Export (Remember to add the dashes in. 
--Maximum of 10 rows therefore delete intermediate rows 
--Pressure                   Bo                  Muo 
--(psia)              (B/STB)                 (cp) 
   514.6959494003922 1.332785115330112 0.5 
   1014.695949400392 1.291277669608896 0.5 
  1514.695949400392 1.266845626590303 0.5 
   2014.695949400392 1.249731790181086 0.5 
  2514.695949400392 1.236591654069325 0.5 
  3014.695949400392 1.225945241369756 0.5 
  3514.695949400392 1.217007984496959 0.5 
   4014.695949400392 1.209314210632843 0.5 
   4514.695949400392 1.202565088692811 0.5 
   5014.695949400392 1.196557529454977 0.5 
  / 
   
-- Dead oil: Rs is constant 
RSCONST 
--Dissolved gas concentration mscf/stb -  Bubble Point Pressure  
0.5    515.9702  / 
SOLUTION   ============================================================= 
 
-- Equilibration initialisation 
 
EQUIL 
-- Datumdepth  P(DD)  OWC  Pcow(OWC)  {GOC / Pcog / Nlive / RvN / Nacc. 
    5050       5000   6000  0         4200     0      1       0    0  / 
 
-- Write restart file at step 0 (initial restart file) 
RPTSOL 
FIP=1 RESTART=2  / 
 
SUMMARY   ============================================================== 
-- Field oil production rate 
FOPR 
 
-- Field oil production total 
FOPT 
 
-- Field pressure 
FPR 
 
-- Field oil in place 
FOIP 
 
-- Field gas production rate 
FGPR 
 
--Tabulated output of summary data (see page 2012) 
 
RUNSUM 
 
EXCEL 
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SCHEDULE  ============================================================== 
 
-- Define frequency for writing of restart files (every half year) 
RPTRST 
 BASIC=5 NORST=1 FREQ=6 / 
 
-- Well scecifications (Introduces new wells, the name and position of the well head, 
the BHP reference depth and separator used).  
WELSPECS 
--wname  grp  iwh jwh Z(bhp) prefPhase rPI/II sp.Infl AutoShut X-flow Ptab densCalc 
FIPnr  
  'WP1'  'G'   21  32  1*     'OIL'  / 
  'WP2'  'G'   21  37  1*     'OIL'  / 
  'WP3'  'G'   32  32  1*     'OIL'  / 
  'WP4'  'G'   32  37  1*     'OIL'  / 
  'WP5'  'G'   43  32  1*     'OIL'  / 
  'WP6'  'G'   43  37  1*     'OIL'  / 
  'WP7'  'G'   54  32  1*     'OIL'  / 
  'WP8'  'G'   54  37  1*     'OIL'  / 
  'WP9'  'G'   65  32  1*     'OIL'  / 
  'WP10'  'G'   65  37  1*     'OIL'  / 
  'WP11'  'G'   76  32  1*     'OIL'  / 
  'WP12'  'G'   76  37  1*     'OIL'  / 
  'WP13'  'G'   87  32  1*     'OIL'  / 
  'WP14'  'G'   87  37  1*     'OIL'  / 
  'WP15'  'G'   98  32  1*     'OIL'  / 
  'WP16'  'G'   98  37  1*     'OIL'  / 
  'WP17'  'G'   109  32  1*     'OIL'  / 
  'WP18'  'G'   109  37  1*     'OIL'  / 
  'WP19'  'G'   120  32  1*     'OIL'  / 
  'WP20'  'G'   120  37  1*     'OIL'  / 
  'WP21'  'G'   131  32  1*     'OIL'  / 
  'WP22'  'G'   131  37  1*     'OIL'  / 
  'WP23'  'G'   142  32  1*     'OIL'  / 
  'WP24'  'G'   142  37  1*     'OIL'  / 
  'WP25'  'G'   153  32  1*     'OIL'  / 
  'WP26'  'G'   153  37  1*     'OIL'  / 
  'WP27'  'G'   164  32  1*     'OIL'  / 
  'WP28'  'G'   164  37  1*     'OIL'  / 
  'WP29'  'G'   175  32  1*     'OIL'  / 
  'WP30'  'G'   175  37  1*     'OIL'  / 
  / 
 
-- Completion data 
COMPDAT 
--wname  ic  jc  k_hi k_lo open/shut satnum tfac wdiam  Kh skin Dfac penDir r0  
  'WP1'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
  'WP2'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
  'WP3'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
  'WP4'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
  'WP5'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
  'WP6'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
  'WP7'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
  'WP8'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
  'WP9'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
  'WP10'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
  'WP11'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
  'WP12'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
  'WP13'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
  'WP14'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
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  'WP15'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
  'WP16'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
  'WP17'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
  'WP18'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
  'WP19'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
  'WP20'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
  'WP21'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
  'WP22'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
  'WP23'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
  'WP24'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
  'WP25'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
  'WP26'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
  'WP27'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
  'WP28'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
  'WP29'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
  'WP30'  0  0    1     1     'O'        0    0   0.5  0   0   0    'Z'      / 
  / 
 
-- Production specification 
WCONPROD 
--wname open/shut ctrlmode orat wrat grat lrat rvol bhpmin thpmin vfptab artlift ... 
  'WP1'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
  'WP2'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
  'WP3'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
  'WP4'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
  'WP5'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
  'WP6'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
  'WP7'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
  'WP8'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
  'WP9'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
  'WP10'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
  'WP11'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
  'WP12'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
  'WP13'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
  'WP14'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
  'WP15'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
  'WP16'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
  'WP17'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
  'WP18'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
  'WP19'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
  'WP20'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
  'WP21'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
  'WP22'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
  'WP23'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
  'WP24'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
  'WP25'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
  'WP26'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
  'WP27'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
  'WP28'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
  'WP29'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
  'WP30'    'O'     'ORAT'  10000  4*                  1000    0  0  0 / 
-- List of report dates 
DATES 
  1 'JAN' 2001  / 
  1 'JAN' 2002  / 
  1 'JAN' 2003  / 
  1 'JAN' 2004  / 
  1 'JAN' 2005  / 
  1 'JAN' 2006  / 
  1 'JAN' 2007  / 
  1 'JAN' 2008  / 
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  1 'JAN' 2009  / 
  1 'JAN' 2010  / 
  1 'JAN' 2011  / 
  1 'JAN' 2012  / 
  1 'JAN' 2013  / 
  1 'JAN' 2014  / 
  1 'JAN' 2015  / 
  1 'JAN' 2016  / 
  1 'JAN' 2017  / 
  1 'JAN' 2018  / 
  1 'JAN' 2019  / 
  27 'DEC' 2019  / 
   
  / 
 
END 
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Appendix H; Methodology of Analytical Solutions for Single and Multi Fracture Wells 
The analytical solution can simulate the transient flow behaviour of multi-fractured horizontal wells. The current solution was 
developed by Leif Larsen with the following assumptions: (Houze, et al., 2010) 
 
 The well drain is strictly horizontal, the vertical or slanted section is not perforated; 
 The horizontal drain crosses the vertical fractures perpendicularly; 
 The distance between the fractures can be variable; 
 The reservoir can either be homogenous of heterogeneous 
 The fracture model can either be infinite conductivity, uniform flux or finite conductivity; 
 Each fracture can be individually described by its height, its length, skin and conductivity; 
 The gas flows into the fractures only.  
 
 
Figure 1 - Fractured analytical horizontal well model: Log-log plot showing the sensitivity to fracture 1/2 length 
To develop the analytical solution a mathematical model of the fracture is defined.  Figure 2 shows a rectangular finite 
conductivity vertical fracture. The x axis is chosen as the vertical axis, the y axis coincides with the axis of the wellbore, and 
the centre of the fracture is located at z=0. 
 
Figure 2 - Rectangular finite conductivity vertical fracture 
Flow into the fracture is calculated by determining the general solution for the wellbore flowing pressure. The general solution 
is a function of pressure and flow rate. The pressure response is calculated for each of the flow periods to calculate flow. The 
flow periods vary slightly in single and multifracture cases. The equation for the general solution is derived then the equations 
for the flow periods are stated.  
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The general solution is calculated as follows: 
 
The pressure behaviour within the fractures is described by the equation 
𝜕2𝑝𝑓
𝜕𝑥2
+
𝜕2𝑝𝑓
𝜕𝑧2
=
1
𝜂𝑓
𝜕𝑝𝑓
𝜕𝑡
……………..……………………..…………………………….(1) 
Using the same coordinate system the flow in the reservoir towards the fracture is governed by the equation 
𝜕2𝑝
𝜕𝑥2
+
𝜕2𝑝
𝜕𝑦2
+
𝜕2𝑝
𝜕𝑧2
=
1
𝜂
𝜕𝑝
𝜕𝑡
……………………...…..………………………………….(2) 
 
At the wellbore the inner boundary condition is 
(
𝜕𝑝𝑓
𝜕𝑥
)
𝑥=0
=
𝑞𝐵𝜇
4𝑘𝑓𝑦𝑓𝑤𝑓
…………...………..………………..………...……………………….(3) 
Since flow into the outer edge of the fracture must be negligible the following simplifications can be applied 
(
𝜕𝑝𝑓
𝜕𝑥
)
𝑥=𝑥𝑓
= (
𝜕𝑝𝑓
𝜕𝑦
)
𝑦=𝑦𝑓
= 0………………….……….....………..……………………….(4) 
The initial condition in both the fracture and the reservoir is 
𝑝𝑓(𝑡 = 0) = 𝑝 (𝑡 = 0) = 𝑝𝑖………………....................……….......……………………….(5) 
The general solution for the wellbore flowing pressure 𝑝𝑤𝑓is given by 
2𝜋𝑘ℎ(𝑝𝑖−𝑝𝑤𝑓)
𝑞𝐵𝜇
= 𝑝𝑤𝐷(𝑡𝐷𝑓 , 𝜂𝑓𝐷 , 𝐹𝑐𝐷 , 𝑦𝑓𝐷 , ℎ𝐷)…...……..……………..…………………….(6) 
Where 𝑝𝑤𝐷 represents the dimensionless pressure drop and 
𝜂 =
𝑘
𝜑𝜇𝑐𝑡
…...……………………………………………..……………..…………………….(7) 
denotes the diffusivity, 
𝜂
𝑓𝐷
=
𝜂𝑓
𝜂
…...…………….………………………………..……………..…………………….(8) 
denotes the dimensionless fracture diffusivity, 
𝑡𝐷𝑓 =
𝑘𝑡
𝜑𝜇𝑐𝑡𝑥𝑓
2…...…………….…………………………..……………..…………………….(9) 
denotes dimensionless time, 
𝐹𝑐𝐷 =
𝑘𝑓𝑤𝑓
𝑘𝑥𝑓
…...…………….…..………………………..……………..…………………….(10) 
denotes the fracture conductivity, 
𝑦𝑓𝐷 =
𝑦𝑓
𝑥𝑓
…...…………….…….………………...……..……………..…………………….(11) 
denotes the dimensionless fracture half-length along the wellbore, 
ℎ𝐷 =
ℎ
𝑥𝑓
…...…………….…….………………...……..……………..…………………….(12) 
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Single finite-conductivity longitudinal fracture has several flow periods shown in figure 3  
 
 
Figure 3 – Flow periods for single rectangular fracture. Note for high values of FcD (e.g. high conductivity fractures) the formation 
linear flow period extends over several log periods.  
There is an initial linear flow period characterized by a half-slope straight line in pressure. This is the fluid flow in the fracture 
and appears early in the simulation. The dimensionless time corresponds normally to real time less than seconds. The 
dimensionless pressure response at the wellbore is given by  
𝑝𝑤𝐷 =
ℎ𝐷
𝐹𝑐𝐷𝑦𝑓𝐷
√𝜋𝜂𝑓𝐷𝑡𝐷𝑓….....………….………..……………..…………………….(13) 
 
After a transition period the system may exhibit a bilinear flow period characterized by a one-fourth-slope straight line. This is 
the flow period where there is linear flow in the formation and the fracture. The dimensionless pressure response at the 
wellbore is given by 
𝑝𝑤𝐷 =
𝜋ℎ𝐷
23/2Γ(1.25)𝑦𝑓𝐷√𝐹𝑐𝐷
√𝑡𝐷𝑓
4 ….……...………..……………..…………………….(14) 
 
As times increases a formation linear flow period may develop characterized by a half-slope straight line in pressure. This is 
the linear flow in to the fractures. The dimensionless pressure response at the wellbore is given by 
𝑝𝑤𝐷 =
√𝜋𝑡𝐷𝑓
𝑦𝑓𝐷
…...………………………….………..……………..…………………….(15) 
 
Eventually the system reaches a pseudoradial flow period. This is where the flow is essentially flowing radially into the 
fracture. The dimensionless pressure response at the wellbore is given by 
𝑝𝑤𝐷 =
1
2
(ln
𝑡𝐷𝑓
𝑟𝑤𝐷
2 + 0.80907) + 𝑠(𝐹𝑐𝐷 , 𝑦𝑓𝐷 , ℎ𝐷)…...…………..…………………….(16) 
For multifracture horizontal wells the same flow periods will be observed as for single-fractured horizontal wells. In addition to 
this a compound-formation linear flow period may occur between linear flow and pseudoradial flow. It is characterized by 
linear flow from the formation to the collection of fractures.  
 
